To capitalize on your investment in Azure, a holistic approach provides the most thorough and cost-effective method. The Cloud Roadmap solution aids in creating an overall business case and detailed migration and modernization plan so you can solidify your path forward to the cloud. 3Cloud will analyze your current IT environment and make recommendations for modernizing your Infrastructure, Data & Analytics, and Applications by leveraging Azure.

Why It Matters

As the top Microsoft Azure Partner on the planet, 3Cloud has provided expert guidance on thousands of cloud migrations and modernizations. This engagement will help your organization build an enterprise roadmap designed to utilize Azure to reach your current organizational goals and plan for the future.

Engagement Outcomes

**Detailed Cloud Roadmap**
- Analyze and rationalize your current IT environment with a dynamic dashboard.
- Create a migration/modernization roadmap that aligns your priorities with Azure best practices to ensure success.
- Develop a business use case roadmap.

**Optimized Recommendations**
- Recommendations for modernizing Infrastructure, Apps, and Data produced from IT environment analysis and workshop outcomes.
- Business requirements mapped to future state Azure architecture.
- Azure cost savings recommended by identifying optimization opportunities before migration.

**Detailed Cost Analysis**
- Professional services estimates for determined next steps with ability to drill down on cost by infrastructure, apps and data.
- Optional 5-year TCO & ROI analysis comparing Azure against current costs.
- Executive readout.

“3Cloud’s partnership enabled Virtus Partners to transition quickly to where we wanted to be today, and to transform our operations to where we are headed in the future.”

- Lee Weilenga, CIO Virtus Partners
**How It Works**

The **Cloud Roadmap** engagement consists of four phases taking place over a four-to-eight-week period.

**Data Collection Phase**
A comprehensive data scan creates an inventory of your entire digital estate, identifying servers, databases, and other IT equipment and gathers utilization metrics on the environment.

**Workshop Phase**
A series of collaborative workshops help map current business requirements to a future state Azure vision.

**Analysis Phase**
The workshop and scan data is combined with detailed migration and cost analysis to develop meaningful insights and a well-defined path forward.

**Readout Phase**
The engagement concludes with an executive readout in which the 3Cloud team will present findings, share deliverables, and discuss next steps.

**Deliverables Include**
Migration/modernization plan, recommendations for modernizing infrastructure, apps & data, cloud roadmap, financial analysis, business use case roadmap, professional services estimates for determined next steps, managed services estimates and executive readout.
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**90%**
of Fortune 500 are using Azure infrastructure architectures

**99.995%**
is the average Azure uptime across cloud infrastructure

**70%**
of companies surveyed by Microsoft report reinvesting cloud cost-savings

**90+**
compliance offerings are available with Azure infrastructure for increased security

---

**Your Cloud Roadmap** project may be eligible for **Microsoft funding.**

**Why 3Cloud**

3Cloud is your one accountable partner to deliver Azure infrastructure, data and analytics, and application development with the fastest time to value from our experience, tools, and accelerators. 3Cloud is the largest pure-play Azure partner in the ecosystem with unequaled expertise in Azure. We have hundreds of Azure experts, including MVPs and Fast Track Solution Architects, with thousands of hours implementing cutting edge solutions with Microsoft’s most advanced technology.
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